CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOCTOR
Consider the following questions and steps as you and your loved one evaluate physicians.
➽ Does the doctor accept your loved one’s health insurance?

➽ Is the doctor specialized in the areas of your loved one’s needs?

➽ Which hospitals does the doctor use?

➽ What are the office hours (when is the doctor available and when can you speak to office staff)?

➽ Does the doctor speak the language you and your loved one are most comfortable speaking?

➽ How many other doctors “cover” for the doctor when he or she is not available? Who are they?

➽ How long does it usually take to get routine appointments?

➽ What happens if your loved one needs to cancel an appointment? Is there a fee?

➽ Can the office send you reminders about prevention tests?

➽ What do you do if your loved one has an “after hours” emergency?

➽ Does the doctor give advice over the phone?
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If possible, accompany your loved one on his or her first visit. Bring a prepared list of questions with you.
Did the doctor:
➽ Give you and your loved one a chance to ask questions?

➽ Really listen to these questions?

➽ Answer in terms you understood?

➽ Show respect for you and your loved one?

➽ Ask you both questions?

➽ Make you both feel comfortable?

➽ Address the health problem(s) your loved one may have?

➽ Ask about treatment preferences?

➽ Spend enough time with you?

When evaluating a doctor, trust your own reactions but also give the relationship some time to develop. It will take
more than one visit for you, your loved one, and the doctor to get to know each other.
And keep in mind:
➽ Give information. Don’t wait to be asked.
➽ You know important things about your loved one’s symptoms and health history. Tell the doctor what you think
he or she needs to know.
➽ It is important to tell the doctor personal information—even if it makes you feel embarrassed or uncomfortable.
➽ Take your loved one’s “health history” list with you (and keep it up to date).
➽ Make sure the doctor is aware of any medicines your loved one is taking. Mention any allergies or reactions to
medicines.
➽ Tell the doctor about any natural or alternative medicines or treatments used by your loved one.
➽ Bring other medical information, such as x-ray films, test results, and medical records.
➽ Ask questions. If you don’t, the doctor may think you understand everything that was said.
➽ Write down questions before your visit. List the most important ones first to make sure they get asked.
➽ Take notes.
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